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DISCLAIMER

Please note that the information provided in this newsletter regarding historical profit/losses from racing investments is for informational purposes 

only. It should not be considered as financial or investment advice.

Investing on horse and greyhound racing involves a degree of risk, and past performance is not necessarily indicative of future results. The 

outcomes of horse races are subject to various factors and uncertainties that can influence the results.

We strongly encourage all readers to exercise caution and to bet responsibly. Set a budget for your betting activities and only wager amounts that 

you can afford to lose.

Gambling can be addictive, and if you or someone you know is struggling with gambling-related issues, we recommend seeking professional help 

or contacting relevant support organizations.

By accessing and using the information in this newsletter, you acknowledge that you understand the risks associated with gambling and that you 

assume full responsibility for any actions you take based on the information provided.

All pages and content within this newsletter are explicitly 18+ only. Gamble Responsibly. Visit www.gamblinghelponline.org.au or call Gambling 

Help on 1800 858 858.

http://www.gamblinghelponline.org.au/


SUMMARY

We're thrilled to present the September 2023 edition of the Statfreaks Bulletin, your definitive source for the latest and most engaging insights in 

statistical analysis for horse and greyhound racing. Think of this bulletin as your comprehensive guide to the industry's intricacies.

In this issue, we address a key question submitted from our member base, concerning the conversion and calculation of our ratings and historical 

strike rates into market prices. Additionally, we offer updates on the evolving rider/trainer combo tracking system, a feature we've been enhancing 

monthly. We've also completed a variety of analytical models worth diving into, using Statfreaks data. These models cover leading jockeys, 

favourites, and frequent rider/horse pairings. Furthermore, we spotlight specific trainer models and offer updates on top-performing horses and 

greyhounds based on our predictive analytics.

We’re certain that this abundant assortment of horse and greyhound racing statistics will offer not just enlightenment but also real enjoyment and 

practical value as you continue your engagement with us.

Happy Reading and Racing!

David Vitali

CEO
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LATEST NEWS

Throughout the month of September, our dedicated team has been diligently focusing on several key initiatives designed 

to elevate our brand and service offerings. Notably, we have been amplifying our social media footprint, executing tailor-

made projects for our esteemed clients, and enriching the functionalities of both the RAPRO Statfreaks and Expert Form 

modules.

We had the pleasure of collaborating with Vince Accardi from Daily Sectionals to finalize a set of sophisticated 

enhancements that will soon be integrated into the RAPRO IVR module. These upgrades will address various 

dimensions including race speed profiles, benchmarking analytics, sectional data, and form functionality.

Furthermore, we've been consistently engaged in rigorous in-house analysis as part of our commitment to continuous 

improvement. Our aim is to unveil additional enhancements to our products and services in the near future. We are also 

actively working on expanding our suite of virtual tables for both horse and greyhound racing on our website, solidifying 

our position as an industry leader.

David Vitali

CEO



SOCIAL MEDIA

Statfreaks.com.au (@Stat_Freaks) / X 

(twitter.com)

https://twitter.com/Stat_Freaks

X / TWITTER FACE BOOK

Statfreaks On Facebook

https://www.facebook.com/statfreaks

INSTAGRAM

https://www.instagram.com/stat_freaks/

Statfreaks on Instagram

FOLLOW STATFRAKS ON SOCIAL FOR DAILY INSIGHTS

https://twitter.com/Stat_Freaks
https://twitter.com/Stat_Freaks
https://twitter.com/Stat_Freaks
https://www.facebook.com/statfreaks
https://www.facebook.com/statfreaks
https://www.instagram.com/stat_freaks/
https://www.instagram.com/stat_freaks/


TOP RATED VALUE RUNNERS - AUGUST 2023

*Important note: 

• Analysis only factors in rides that had a valid betfair SP

• Past performance is not an indicator for future performance. 

• Further insights can be accessed via www.rapro.com.au database platform and www.statfreaks.com.au 

Bollente offered excellent value, with an average fixed price 

of $18 and a Betfair Starting Price of $24.

Date Track Name Race Runner SFR FP SP Close SP Op-Cls Mvt% SP Op-Cls Mvt-Ind Betfair WinSP Betfair PlaceSP

19/08/2023 Doomben 4 Bollente +5.6 1 18.0$     9% DRIFT 24.0$                5.2$                     

23/08/2023 Sunshine Coast 1 El Maestro +5.0 1 8.2$       5% DRIFT 11.0$                2.7$                     

23/08/2023 Sunshine Coast 7 Kind Wish +5.2 1 9.0$       39% DRIFT 10.5$                3.1$                     

18/08/2023 Ipswich 9 Chickerartie +4.9 1 7.7$       -8% SHORT 9.9$                  2.7$                     

22/08/2023 Mackay 4 Better Days Ahead +6.1 1 7.5$       -31% SHORT 9.1$                  2.0$                     

4/08/2023 Ipswich 6 Hot Bananas +5.3 1 6.8$       -6% SHORT 8.2$                  3.0$                     

5/08/2023 Rosehill 9 Bold Mac +4.3 1 7.7$       6% DRIFT 7.6$                  2.5$                     

15/08/2023 Ballina 4 Spiele +5.3 1 6.2$       21% DRIFT 7.4$                  2.6$                     

19/08/2023 Morphettville Parks 4 Home Rule +6.1 1 6.3$       16% DRIFT 7.4$                  2.9$                     

Here's a compilation of top-rated competitors from August who secured victories at attractive odds.

http://www.rapro.com.au/
http://www.statfreaks.com.au/


QUESTIONS & ANSWERS
How to create a rated market price from the statfreaks rating? 

We like to work with two approaches when creating market prices. The first approach derives prices based on historical strike rates using a well-established 
statistical model. The second approach employs the RAPRO Pricing module to automatically determine a final price based on the Statfreaks Rating value.

To give you an example of how we translate historical win strike rates into a rated price, consider the following:

• A horse has a historical 50%-win strike rate at a specific track. 

• Using this information, we calculate a rated price of $2.0 (100/50). 

• In a specific case, the market priced Viviane at approximately $3.0 to win. 

• This means there's a $1 edge ($3 - $2). 

• Additionally, Viviane received a high score on our SFR rating system.

Numerous members actively monitor the SFR's performance either manually or through the RAPRO Statfreaks module. They use this data to construct their own 

historical models, which include known strike rates. These strike rates are then converted into market prices using the method described earlier. Based on this 

information, members identify forthcoming races that meet their specific criteria and then tailor their investment strategies accordingly.

Keep reading onto the next page for the second approach…

HAVE A QUESTION?: WWW.STATFREAKS.COM.AU/CONTACT/

http://www.statfreaks.com.au/contact/


QUESTIONS & ANSWERS

The second approach…

The RAPRO Pricing module has the capability to assign a price to a race based on the SFR value. For instance, in the example provided, we 

adjusted the market to 100% and used the SFR along with the SFR values for the other runners in the race. This resulted in the algorithm generating 

a price of $2.02 for a 49.54%-win probability. We spotted an approximate edge of $1.21, making the investment a wise one, especially since Viviane 

won the race.

Our recommended strategy involves using RAPRO to determine prices and then meticulously tracking our investments. This dual approach allows us 

to calibrate the sensitivity of the auto-pricing module effectively and maintain a competitive edge in the marketplace, even as we actively assess 

races.

HAVE A QUESTION?: WWW.STATFREAKS.COM.AU/CONTACT/

http://www.statfreaks.com.au/contact/


STRIKE RATE 

ANALYSIS 

MODELS



TOP RIDERS - LEADING
We've developed an analysis that focuses on our forecasted leading variables, organized by jockeys and based on data from 2023. The analysis 

offers three different variations, identifying jockeys who have shown strong performance when riding a horse that is predicted to take the lead (with a 

SETPOS value of 1) according to our Statfreaks AI-generated predictions.

*Important note: 

• the Betfair Profit on Turnover “POT%” and Profit & Loss “P/L” calculation includes commissions deducted.

• Analysis only factors in rides that had a valid betfair SP

• Past performance is not an indicator for future performance. 

• Further insights can be accessed via www.rapro.com.au database platform.

RACE RANK 1 TO 4 MEETING RANK 1 TO 8 Best Rated Runner of Day

MAIN FILTER: SETPOS 1

http://www.rapro.com.au/


RACING ANALYTICS EXPERT FORM – MAP PROFILING

ENQUIRE NOW

By utilizing advanced statistics, the RAPRO Expert Form Module assists you in refining your speed 

map. It helps you pinpoint crucial attributes of both riders and horses. For example, you can 

determine how well a horse performs when jumping from a specific barrier group, identify its ideal 

settling positions, and then align these findings with the conditions under which the rider excels.

https://www.rapro.com.au/enquiry-form/
https://www.rapro.com.au/enquiry-form/


TOP TRAINERS - WITH HORSE'S 2ND, 3RD OR 4TH UP.

This analysis presents a compilation of strike rate outcomes for trainers whose horses were 2nd, 3rd, or 4th up in a meeting. We've further 

segmented the data by incorporating additional variables to display multiple views.

*Important note: 

• the Betfair Profit on Turnover “POT%” and Profit & Loss “P/L” calculation includes commissions deducted.

• Analysis only factors in rides that had a valid betfair SP

• Past performance is not an indicator for future performance. 

• Further insights can be accessed via www.rapro.com.au database platform.

RACE RANK 1 TO 4 MEETING RANK 1 TO 8

MAIN FILTER: Horses In preparations 2 to 4

Best Rated Runner of Day

http://www.rapro.com.au/


TOP RIDERS ON SPECIFIC HORSES.
This analysis presents a compilation of strike rate outcomes for trainers whose horses were 2nd, 3rd, or 4th up in a meeting. We've further 

segmented the data by incorporating additional variables to display multiple views.

*Important note: 

• the Betfair Profit on Turnover “POT%” and Profit & Loss “P/L” calculation includes commissions deducted.

• Analysis only factors in rides that had a valid betfair SP

• Past performance is not an indicator for future performance. 

• Further insights can be accessed via www.rapro.com.au database platform.

RACE RANK 1 TO 4 MEETING RANK 1 TO 8 TRAINER RANK 1 TO 4 

http://www.rapro.com.au/


FAVORITE STRIKE RATES BY TRACK CLASS
Here is a quick snapshot of runners that jump favourite on the average win SP and are ranked within our top 4 grouped by Track Class.

*Important note: 

• the Betfair Profit on Turnover “POT%” and Profit & Loss “P/L” calculation includes commissions deducted.

• Analysis only factors in rides that had a valid betfair SP

• Past performance is not an indicator for future performance. 

• Further insights can be accessed via www.rapro.com.au database platform.

METRO

MAIN FILTER: Race Rank 1 to 4

COUNTRYPROVINCIAL

http://www.rapro.com.au/


FAVORITE STRIKE RATES BY RIDER
This analysis focuses on riders who are on favourites and ranked within our Top 4. We have split up the riders by track class to provide a detailed 

view.

*Important note: 

• the Betfair Profit on Turnover “POT%” and Profit & Loss “P/L” calculation includes commissions deducted.

• Analysis only factors in rides that had a valid betfair SP

• Past performance is not an indicator for future performance. 

• Further insights can be accessed via www.rapro.com.au database platform.

MAIN FILTER: Race Rank 1 to 4, Favourites

METRO PROVINCIAL COUNTRY

http://www.rapro.com.au/


TOP WIN PERFORMING DATA HORSES – THIS SEASON

*Important note: 

• the Betfair Profit on Turnover “POT%” and Profit & Loss “P/L” calculation includes commissions deducted.

• Analysis only factors in rides that had a valid betfair SP

• Past performance is not an indicator for future performance. 

• Further insights can be accessed via www.rapro.com.au database platform.

MAIN FILTER: Horses have had a run since August 1st, 2023, with RK = 1

In this analysis, we employed a sub-query to sift through the 

historical data of all runners who have been top-ranked in a 

race. The sub-query is designed to filter and return only those 

horses that have participated in races during the current 

season, from August 1st, 2023, to the present.

Below is the list.

http://www.rapro.com.au/


GREYHOUNDS– TOP 
PERFORMERS - 2023 

Here's the latest update of greyhounds that have shown strong performance when 

projected to be among our top 4 ranked runners in a race.

It may be worthwhile to include these runners in your watchlist. Whenever they 

are scheduled to race, verify whether they appear in our top 4 rankings. If they do, 

and the market conditions seem favourable, you could potentially leverage a 

significant advantage.

Filters:

➢Data Quality =  100

➢Ranked In Top 4 of race

➢Year 2023.

Discover the power of our Greyhound Racing | Statfreaks service and unlock valuable insights by signing up now!

*Important note: 

• Past performance is not an indicator for future performance. 

• Any runner that meets this shortlist, we highly recommend conducting additional form analysis.

https://www.statfreaks.com.au/product-category/greyhound-racing/


JOCKEY/TRAINER REVIEW PROCESS

At the end of each month, we identify the top jockeys and trainers based on our detailed data analysis. These are individuals who have 

consistently demonstrated exceptional strike rate performance and contributed to profitable outcomes when ranked high on our statfreaks ratings. 

When a rider/trainer or combo has dropped out of market performance for more than 3 months rolling, they are removed from the tracking table. 

Every month, we'll revisit these top performers in a dedicated edition of our newsletter. We will re-analyze their performance during this period, 

looking at their wins, losses, and overall profitability using the Betfair Starting Price. This approach will help us understand the longer-term 

patterns and consistency of these high achievers, providing you with a more holistic view of their performance. We believe this system can 

provide an extra edge over the market.

The following sections will present the completed analysis for the past 3 months rolling and provide an update on the tracking table system.



JOCKEY'S (AUD)

The below table display’s riders that had a win strike rate equal or above 33% when ranked 1 (Top in race) on our Statfreaks AI ratings and returned a 

positive profit on turnover over the past 3-months rolling.

These riders combined with Statfreaks AI data have outperformed market expectations.

Responding to member input, we've revised the method for monitoring rides that demonstrate a three-month profit on turnover (POT%). In the initial week 

of each month, the tracking table will be refreshed to reflect current data on riders, trainers, and their combinations. If a rider's three-month rolling 

performance dips below a 33% strike rate, they will be removed from the tracking table.

*Important note: 

• the Betfair Profit on Turnover “POT%” and Profit & Loss “P/L” calculation includes commissions deducted.

• Past performance is not an indicator for future performance. 

• Further insights can be accessed via www.rapro.com.au database platform.

STATFREAKS RATING RACE RANK  = 1

RED STAR RATED

TOP PERFORMANING RIDERS

TRACKING JOCKEY May-23 Jun-23 Jul-23 Aug-23 AVG 3-MONTH STRIKE

ACTIVE Tyler Schiller 33% 50% 55% 44% 50%

ACTIVE Natasha Faithfull 13% 50% 44% 44% 46%

ACTIVE Dylan Gibbons 38% 31% 30% 67% 43%

ACTIVE Jean Van Overmeire 25% 46% 14% 57% 39%

ACTIVE Ryan Maloney 40% 33% 50% 25% 36%

ACTIVE Ben Thompson 25% 35% 38% 35% 36%

ACTIVE Nick Heywood 33% 36% 35% 36% 36%

ACTIVE Jake Toeroek 56% 33% 30% 42% 35%

ACTIVE Adam Hyeronimus 0% 29% 36% 33% 33%

STATFREAKS TRACKING TABLE

Green 33% or above

Yellow 20% to 32%

Red Below 20%

Red Must have 5 minimum rides meeting SFR critera over 3 period

Only Positive POT% riders displayed.

http://www.rapro.com.au/


TRAINERS'S (AUD)

The below table display’s riders that had a win strike rate equal or above 33% when ranked 1 (Top in race) on our Statfreaks AI ratings and returned a 

positive profit on turnover over the past 3-months rolling.

These trainers combined with Statfreaks AI data have outperformed market expectations.

If a rider's three-month rolling performance dips below a 33% strike rate, they will be removed from the tracking table. Responding to member input, we've 

revised the method for monitoring rides that demonstrate a three-month profit on turnover (POT%). 

*Important note: 

• the Betfair Profit on Turnover “POT%” and Profit & Loss “P/L” calculation includes commissions deducted.

• Past performance is not an indicator for future performance. 

• Further insights can be accessed via www.rapro.com.au database platform.

STATFREAKS RATING RACE RANK  = 1

RED STAR RATED

TOP PERFORMANING RIDERS

TRACKING TRAINER May-23 Jun-23 Jul-23 Aug-23 AVG 3-MONTH STRIKE

ACTIVE Annabel Neasham 33% 50% 55% 44% 50%

ACTIVE D & B Pearce 38% 31% 30% 67% 43%

ACTIVE K A Lees 25% 46% 14% 57% 39%

ACTIVE R & C Jolly 40% 33% 50% 25% 36%

ACTIVE T N Pike 25% 35% 38% 35% 36%

STATFREAKS TRACKING TABLE

Green 33% or above

Yellow 20% to 32%

Red Below 20%

Red Must have 30 minimum runners meeting SFR critera over 3 period

http://www.rapro.com.au/


RIDER/TRAINER COMBO (AUD)

The below table display’s riders that had a win strike rate equal or above 33% when ranked 1 (Top in race) on our Statfreaks AI ratings and returned a 

positive profit on turnover over the past 3-months rolling.

These combos combined with Statfreaks AI data have outperformed market expectations.

If a combo’s three-month rolling performance dips below a 33% strike rate, they will be removed from the tracking table. Responding to member input, 

we've revised the method for monitoring rides that demonstrate a three-month profit on turnover (POT%). 

*Important note: 

• the Betfair Profit on Turnover “POT%” and Profit & Loss “P/L” calculation includes commissions deducted.

• Past performance is not an indicator for future performance. 

• Further insights can be accessed via www.rapro.com.au database platform.

STATFREAKS RATING RACE RANK  = 1

RED STAR RATED

TOP PERFORMANING RIDERS

Green 33% or above

Yellow 20% to 32%

Red Below 20%

Red Must have 5 minimum rides meeting SFR critera over 3 period

Only Positive POT% riders displayed.

TRACKING TRAINER May-23 Jun-23 Jul-23 Aug-23 AVG 3-MONTH STRIKE

ACTIVE Aaron Bullock - K A Lees 50% 67% 50% 67% 61%

ACTIVE Aaron Bullock - Cody Morgan 0% 100% 80% 0% 60%

ACTIVE Natasha Faithfull - D & B Pearce 20% 50% 100% 0% 50%

ACTIVE Dylan Gibbons - K A Lees 100% 0% 33% 100% 44%

ACTIVE William Pike - D & B Pearce 80% 80% 50% 0% 43%

ACTIVE Kyra Yuill - T N Pike 50% 33% 38% 50% 40%

ACTIVE Jake Toeroek - R & C Jolly 57% 50% 29% 33% 37%

STATFREAKS TRACKING TABLE

http://www.rapro.com.au/


JOCKEY/TRAINER & COMBO 
UPCOMING

You can obtain a list of upcoming runners daily where statfreaks are 

tracking the rider/trainer and combos from

✓The statfreaks membership portal with paid subscription access. 

Web link: www.statfreaks.com.au/top-rider-trainer-performers-tracking-

upcoming-aus-56522/

✓Running an analysis model from the racing analytics – expert form 

database platform with statfreaks module.

Enquire: www.rapro.com.au/enquiry-form/

Virtual Statfreaks Data Table

Racing Analytics Expert Form Analyser

http://www.statfreaks.com.au/top-rider-trainer-performers-tracking-upcoming-aus-56522/
http://www.statfreaks.com.au/top-rider-trainer-performers-tracking-upcoming-aus-56522/
http://www.rapro.com.au/enquiry-form/


OUR METHODOLGY

Harnessing the Power of the Racing Analytics Expert Form Database Platform.

Our examination of horse racing data is anchored by the Racing Analytics - Expert Form platform, the Statfreaks plugin, and Betfair's rich 

historical data.

The Racing Analytics platform is our primary tool for investigating the vast array of data from various races. With it, we scrutinize the 

performance histories of horses, jockeys, and trainers, and dissect diverse variables.

Statfreaks amplifies our analysis, providing advanced statistical capabilities for pattern recognition and predictive modeling. Betfair's 

historical data offers a broad base for our exploration, contributing a wealth of information.

For those keen on conducting personal research, the platform is accessible via subscription at www.rapro.com.au. Here, you can engage 

directly with the same data environment we utilize for our analysis and discover your own unique insights.

* Additional Paid Addon/Subscription

✓ 400+ variables pre and post race.

✓ Develop your own historical custom-built models.

✓ Transform models into shortlisted contenders for future events.

✓ Perform backward simulations using Betfair SP Win/Place/Lay.

✓ Monitor selections & conduct retrospective analysis.

✓ Combine Statfreaks AI data with advanced form analysis, mapping, 

enhanced statistics and race pricing profiles.

✓ Speed, Class, *IVR/Sectional Benchmarking & *Live Yard
ENQUIRE NOW

https://www.rapro.com.au/enquiry-form/
https://www.rapro.com.au/enquiry-form/
https://www.rapro.com.au/enquiry-form/


RACING ANALYTICS EXPERT FORM – SF MODULE

ENQUIRE NOW

400+ Variables/Measures

Pricing Module

Detailed Form/Ratings/Splits

Advanced Mapping

https://www.rapro.com.au/enquiry-form/
https://www.rapro.com.au/enquiry-form/


CONTACT

WEB: WWW.STATFREAKS.COM.AU/CONTACT/

MAIL: PO BOX 4063 ESSENDON FIELDS, AUSTRALIA, VICTORIA 3041

EMAIL: INFO@STATFREAKS.COM.AU

We hope you enjoyed our newsletter!

If you would like to request specific analysis to be included in upcoming newsletters, 

we encourage you to use the web contact form provided below. Your requested 

analysis may be considered for inclusion in our upcoming newsletters.

http://www.statfreaks.com.au/contact/
mailto:info@statfreaks.com.au
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